A common task in automated manufacturing processes is to orient parts prior to assembly. We consider sensorless orientation of an asymmetric polyhedral part by a sequence of push actions, and show that is it possible to move any such part from an unknown initial orientation into a known final orientation if these actions are performed by a jaw consisting of two orthogonal planes. We also show how to compute an orienting sequence of push actions.
Introduction
An important task in automated assembly is orienting parts prior to assembly. A part feeder takes in a stream of identical parts in arbitrary orientations and outputs them in a uniform orientation. Often, part feeders use data obtained from some kind of sensing device to accomplish their task. We consider the problem of sensorless orientation of parts, in which no sensors but only knowledge of the geometry of the part is used to orient it from an unknown initial orientation to a unique final orientation. In sensorless manipulation, parts are positioned or oriented using open-loop actions which rely on passive mechanical compliance.
A widely used sensorless part feeder in industrial environments is the bowl feeder, which is a bowl that is surrounded by a helical metal track and filled with parts [8, 9] . The bowl and track undergo an asymmetric helical vibration that causes parts to move up the track where they are manipulated by part specific features. Eventually, a stream of parts in a uniform orientation emerges at the top. The design of bowl feeders is, in practice, a task of trial and error.
Several sensorless part feeders have been considered in literature. Among them is the parallel jaw gripper which can push and squeeze a part. A grasp action is the combination of orienting the gripper, closing the jaws as far as possible without deforming it, and then opening the jaws. A grasp action causes the orientation of the part to change [10, 12, 16] . The single pushing jaw, which changes the orientation of the part by means of push actions from various directions, has also been proposed as a part feeder [2, [18] [19] [20] . Changing the orientation of a part can also be accomplished by a vibrating surface underneath the part. Vibratory plates and programmable vector fields have been used as part feeders [7] . There is a variety of papers that focus on orienting a stream of parts on a conveyor belt, e.g. by rigid fences that are mounted across the belt. The part is conveyed along the fences, and the motion of the belt effectively turns each slide along a fence into a push action by the fence in the direction opposite to the motion of the belt. The push actions change the orientation of the part [4] [5] [6] 21, 25, 26] . Inspired by a conveyor belt with rigid fences, the single rotational fence of which the orientation can be controlled by a robot was proposed [1] . The fences over a conveyor and single rotational fence are designed to orient flat parts that lie on the conveyor. Recently, it has been discovered that it is possible to orient a small class of prismatic three-dimensional parts on a conveyor by toppling them over by a sequence of pins that are mounted at various heights above the conveyor [17, 27] .
Scientific literature advocates a risc (Reduced Intricacy in Sensing and Control) approach to designing manipulation systems for factory environments. These systems benefit from their simple design and do not require guru programming skills [11] . The pushing jaw [2, [18] [19] [20] orients a part by an alternating sequence of pushes and jaw reorientations. The objective of sensorless orientation by a pushing jaw is to find a sequence of push directions that will move the part from an arbitrary initial orientation into a single known final orientation. Such a sequence is referred to as a push plan. Goldberg [16] showed that any polygonal part can be oriented by a sequence of pushes. Chen and Ierardi [12] proved that any polygonal part with n vertices can be oriented by O(n) pushes. They showed that this bound is tight by constructing (pathological) n-gons that require (n) pushes to be oriented. Eppstein [15] observed that for a special class of feeders, polynomial planning algorithms exist. Goldberg gave an algorithm for computing the shortest push plan for a polygon. His algorithm runs in O(n 2 ) time. Berretty et al. [6] gave an algorithm for computing the shortest sequence of fences over a conveyor belt that orients a part as it slides along the fences. The algorithm runs in O(n 3 log n) time. The drawback of the majority of the achievements in the field of sensorless orientation is that they only apply to flat, two-dimensional parts, or to parts where the face on which the part rests is known beforehand. In this paper, we narrow the gap between industrial feeders and the scientific work on sensorless orientation, by introducing a feeder which orients three-dimensional parts up to rotational symmetry. This is the first device which can be proven to correctly feed three-dimensional parts. The device we use is a cylinder with plates tilted toward the interior of the cylinder attached to the side. Across the plates, there are fences. The part cascades down from plate to plate, and slides along the fences as it travels down a plate. A picture of the feeder is given in Fig. 1 . The goal of this paper is to compute the set-up of plates and fences that is guaranteed to move a given asymmetric polyhedral part towards a unique final orientation. Such a set-up, consisting of a sequence of plate slopes, and for each plate a sequence of fence orientations is referred to as a (plate and fence) design.
When a part moves along a plate and touches a fence on it, it is in some sense pushed from two different, orthogonal directions: the plate and the fence. This motivates us to first study the artificial problem of pushing a part in three-dimensional space. Here, the part is assumed to float in the air while we push it from two orthogonal directions. We show that a three-dimensional polyhedral part P can be oriented up to rotational symmetry by a (particular) sequence of push actions, or push plan for short, of length O(n 2 ), where n is the number of vertices of P . Furthermore, we give an O(n 3 log n) time algorithm to compute such a push plan. We shall show how to transform this three-dimensional push plan to a threedimensional design. The resulting design consists of O(n 3 ) plates and fences, and can be computed in O(n 4 log n) time. The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the device we use to orient parts, introduce the corresponding jaw, and study the behavior of a part that is pushed in Section 2. We then show, in Section 3, that the jaw can orient any given polyhedral part up to symmetry. In Section 4 we show how to compute a sequence of push actions to orient a given part. In Section 5 we show how the results for the generic jaw carry over to the cylinder with plates and fences. In Section 6, we conclude and pose several open problems.
Pushing parts
A polyhedral part in three-dimensional space has three rotational degrees of freedom. There are numerous ways to represent orientations and rotations of objects in the three-dimensional world. We assume that a fixed reference frame is attached to P . We denote the orientation of P relative to this reference frame by σ = (φ, ψ, θ), where (φ, ψ) are the polar coordinates of a point on the sphere of directions, and θ the roll, which is a rotation about the ray emanating from the origin, intersecting (φ, ψ). See Fig. 2 for a picture. This representation will be shown to be appropriate considering the rotational behavior of the part as it aligns to our feeder. We discuss our feeder in Section 2.1. The rotational behavior of P in contact with the feeder is discussed in Section 2.2. 
Modeling the feeder
A part in three-dimensional space can have infinitely many orientations. The device we use to orient this part discretizes the set of possible orientations of the part. The feeder consists of a series of bent plates along which the part cascades down. Across a plate, there are fences which brush against the part as it slides down the plate. A picture of a part sliding down a plate is given in Fig. 3(a) . The plate on which the part slides discretizes the first two degrees of freedom of rotation of the part. A part in alignment with a plate retains one undiscretized rotational degree of freedom. The rotation of the part is determined up to its roll, i.e. the rotation about the axis perpendicular to the plate. The fences, which are mounted across the plates, push the part from the side, and discretize the roll of its rotation. We assume that P first settles on the plate before it reaches the fences which are mounted across the plate, and there is only rotation about the roll axis as the fences brush the part.
We look at the push actions of the plates and the fences in a more general setting. We generalize the cylindrical feeder by substituting the plate along which the part slides by a plane on which the part rests. We substitute the fences by an orthogonal second plane, which pushes the part from the side. We call the planes the primary and secondary (pushing) plane, respectively. A picture of the resulting jaw is given in Fig. 3(b) .
Since the planes can only touch P at its convex hull, we assume without loss of generality that P is convex. The center-of-mass of P , denoted by c, is inside the interior of P . Analogously to the cylindrical feeder, we assume that only after P has aligned with the primary plane, we apply the secondary plane. As the part rests on the primary plane, the secondary plane pushes P at its orthogonal projection onto the primary plane. We assume that the feature on which P rests retains contact with the primary plane as the secondary plane touches P . We assume that for any equilibrium orientation, which is an orientation for which P rests on the jaw (see Section 2.2 for a definition of an equilibrium orientation), the projection of P onto the primary plane has no rotational symmetry. We refer to a part with this property as being asymmetric.
In order to be able to approach the part from any direction, we make the (obviously unrealistic) assumption that the part floats in the air, and assume that we can control some kind of gravitational field which attracts the part in a direction towards the jaw. Also, we assume that the part quasi-statically aligns with the jaw, i.e. we ignore inertia. Studying this unrealistic situation is useful for analyzing our feeder later.
In order to be able to determine a sequence of push directions that orients P , we need to understand the rotational behavior of P when pushed by the jaw. We analyze this behavior below.
The push function
A basic action of the jaw consists of directing and applying the jaw. The result of a basic action applied to a part in its reference orientation is given by the push function. The push function :
) maps a push direction of the jaw relative to P in its reference orientation onto the orientation of P after alignment with the jaw. The orientation of P after a basic action for a different initial orientation than its reference orientation is equal to the push function for the push direction plus the offset between the reference and the actual initial orientation of P .
We dedicate the next three subsections to the discussion of the push function for P in its reference orientation. As P aligns with the device, we identify two subsequent stages; namely alignment with the primary plane, and alignment with the secondary plane.
Since we assume that we apply the secondary plane only after the part has aligned with the primary pushing plane, we shall separately discuss the rotational behavior of the part during the two stages. In the next two subsections we discuss the first stage of alignment. The last subsection is devoted to the second stage of alignment.
Alignment with the primary plane
The part P will start to rotate when pushed unless the normal to the primary plane at the point of contact passes through the center-of-mass of P [19] . If the contact normal passes through the center-ofmass passes the forces that push the part are balanced. We refer to the corresponding direction of the contact normal as an equilibrium contact direction or orientation. The contact direction of a supporting plane of P is uniquely defined as the direction of the normal of the plane pointing into P . We study the radius function of the part, in order to explain the alignment of P with the primary plane. The radius function r :
ψ) onto the distance from c to the supporting plane of P with contact direction (φ, ψ).
We first study the planar radius function for a planar part P p with center-of-mass c p . The planar radius function easily generalizes to the radius function for a three-dimensional part. The planar radius function r p : [0, 2π) → R + maps a direction θ onto the distance from c to the supporting line of P p with contact direction θ , see Fig. 4 (a). With the aid of elementary trigonometry, we derive that the distance of c to the supporting line of P p in contact with a fixed vertex v for contact direction θ equals the distance of c to the intersection of the ray emanating from c in direction θ and the boundary of the disc with diameter (c, v). Combining the discs for all vertices of P p gives a geometric method to derive r p . The radius r p (θ) is the distance of c to an intersection of the ray emanating from c in direction θ and the boundary of a disc through a vertex of P p . If there are multiple discs intersecting the ray, r p (θ) equals the maximum of all distances from c to the intersection with any disc -a smaller value would not define the distance of a supporting line of P , but rather a line intersecting P . In conclusion, r p (θ) equals the distance from c to the intersection of the boundary of the union of discs for each vertex of P and the ray emanating from c in direction θ . In Fig. 4 (b), we show a planar part with for each vertex v, the disc with diameter (c, v). The boundary of the union of discs is drawn in bold.
The three-dimensional generalization of a disc with diameter (c, v) is a ball with diameter (c, v). The three-dimensional radius function r(φ, ψ) amounts to the distance of c to the intersection of the ray emanating from c in direction (φ, ψ) with the union of the set of balls for the vertices of P . We call the boundary of the union the radius terrain; it links every contact direction of the primary plane to a unique distance to c.
The radius terrain contains maxima, minima and saddle points. If the contact direction of the primary plane corresponds to a local extremum, or saddle point of the radius function, the part is at an equilibrium orientation, and the contact direction of the primary plane remains unchanged. If, on the other hand, the radius function of the part for a contact direction of the primary plane is not a local extremum, or saddle point, the gravitational force will move the center-of-mass closer to the primary plane, and the contact direction will change. We assume that, in this case, the contact direction traces a path of steepest descent in the radius terrain until it reaches a equilibrium contact direction. In general, the part can pivot along different features of the part, as the contact direction follows the path of steepest descent towards an equilibrium.
Different types of contact of the primary plane correspond to different features of the radius terrain. The contact directions of the primary plane with a vertex of P define a (spherical) patch in the terrain, the contact directions of the primary plane with an edge of P define an arc, and the contact direction of the primary plane with a face of P defines a vertex. In Fig. 5 , we show different types of contacts of P with the primary plane. Fig. 5(a) shows an equilibrium contact direction with the primary plane in contact with vertex v 1 of P . The contact direction corresponds to a maximum in the radius terrain. Fig. 5(b) shows a vertex contact which is not an equilibrium. Fig. 5(c) shows an equilibrium contact direction for edge (v 3 , v 4 ) of P . Fig. 5(d) shows a non-equilibrium contact for edge (v 5 , v 6 ). In Fig. 5 (e) we see a degenerate non-equilibrium contact for edge (v 7 , v 8 ), which actually corresponds to a non-equilibrium vertex contact with the primary plane in contact with vertex v 8 . The direction of steepest descent in the radius terrain corresponds to a rotation about v 8 . Fig. 5(f) shows a stable equilibrium face contact. The contact direction corresponds to a local minimum of the radius terrain. In Fig. 5(g ) we see a degenerate face contact which corresponds to an edge contact for edge (v 18 , v 19 ) of P . Fig. 5 (h) shows a degenerate face contact which corresponds to a vertex contact for vertex v 15 .
The alignment of the part to the primary plane is a concatenation of simple rotations, i.e. a rotation about a single vertex or edge. The path of a simple rotation in the radius terrain is either a great arc on a ball with radius (c, v) for a vertex of P , or a part of an intersection of two balls (c, v 1 ), (c, v 2 ) for two vertices, which is a part of the boundary of a disc. It is easy to see that the projection of the arcs in the radius terrain of any of the simple rotations project to great arcs on the sphere of directions. Hence, during a simple rotation, the contact direction of the primary plane traces a great arc on the sphere of contact directions. During each single stage of alignment, we assume that there is no (instantaneous) rotation about the roll axis.
Computation of the roll after alignment with the primary plane
The mapping of Section 2.2.1 only tells us which feature of the part will be in contact with the primary plane after rotation. It leaves the change in the part's roll out of consideration. Nevertheless, we need to keep track of the roll as P aligns with the primary plane. We remember that the alignment with the primary plane is a concatenation of simple rotations each corresponding to a great arc on the sphere of contact directions of the primary plane.
With the aid of spherical trigonometry, it is possible to compute the change in roll caused by a reorientation of the primary plane (prior to pushing). Subsequently, we can compute the change in roll for a simple rotation of P . Since the alignment of the part can be regarded as a concatenation of such simple rotations, we obtain the final roll by repeatedly applying the change in the roll of P for each simple rotation in the alignment to the primary plane.
Alignment with the secondary plane
Let us assume that P is in equilibrium contact with the primary plane. The next step in the application of the jaw is a push operation of the secondary (orthogonal) plane. The push action by the secondary plane changes the orientation of the projection of P onto the primary plane. The application of the secondary plane to the part can, therefore, be regarded as a push operation on the two-dimensional orthogonal projection of P onto the primary plane.
The planar push function for a planar projection of P proj : [0, 2π) → [0, 2π) links every orientation θ to the orientation proj (θ) in which the part P proj settles after being pushed by a jaw with initial contact direction θ (relative to the frame attached to P proj ). The rotation of the part due to pushing causes the contact direction of the jaw to change. The final orientation proj (θ) of the part is the contact direction of the jaw after the part has settled. The equilibrium push directions are the fixed points of proj .
Summarizing, we can compute the orientation of P after application of the jaw. In the next section, we shall show we can always orient P up to symmetry in the push function by means of applications of the jaw.
Orienting a polyhedral part
In this section we will show that any polyhedral part P can be oriented up to rotational symmetry in the push functions of the projections of P onto the primary plane. The part P has at most O(n) equilibria with respect to the primary plane, and any projection of P onto the primary plane has O(n) vertices. Hence, the total number of orientations of P compliant to the jaw is O(n 2 ). Fig. 6 shows an example of a part with (n 2 ) possible orientations.
Lemma 1. A polyhedral part with n vertices has O(n 2 ) stable orientations. This bound is tight.
From the previous section, we know that the pushing jaw rotates P towards one of its equilibrium orientations with respect to the primary plane, and the secondary plane. Let us, for a moment, assume that the contact direction (φ, ψ) of the primary plane is known.
We can now redirect and apply the secondary plane. We remember that we assume that applying the secondary plane has no influence on the contact direction of the primary plane. Consequently, the rotations of the part, due to applications of the secondary pushing plane, are fully captured by the planar push function of the projection of the part onto the primary plane. Chen and Ierardi [12] show that a twodimensional part with m vertices can be oriented up to symmetry by means of planar push plan of length O(m). Consequently, we can orient P in equilibrium contact with the primary plane up to symmetry in the projection of the part onto the primary plane by O(n) applications of the secondary plane.
Lemma 2. Let P be an asymmetric polyhedral part with n vertices. There exists a plan of length O(n) that puts P into a given orientation (φ, ψ, θ) from any initial orientation (φ, ψ, θ ).
We call the operation which orients P for a single equilibrium contact direction of the primary plane (φ, ψ) COLLIDEROLLSSEQUENCE(φ, ψ). We can eliminate the uncertainty in the roll for any equilibrium contact direction of the primary plane. The initialization of the push plan that orients P reduces the number of possible orientations to O(n) by a concatenation of COLLIDEROLLSSEQUENCE for all equilibrium contact directions of P . Lemma 3 will give us a push operation to further reduce the number of possible orientations. 
Lemma 3. There exist two antipodal reorientations of the primary plane that map any pair of orientations (φ, ψ, θ) and (φ , ψ , θ ) of a polyhedral part onto orientations ( φ, ψ, θ) and ( φ , ψ , θ )
that satisfy φ = φ and ψ = ψ .
Proof. We will prove that there is a reorientation of the primary plane for which the resulting contact directions of the primary plane for P in initial orientation σ and σ are the same. We focus on the first two parameters of the orientations σ and σ : (φ, ψ) and (φ , ψ ) represent two points on the sphere of directions. We want to find a push direction that maps these two points onto another point (φ , ψ ). See Fig. 7 . Let E denote the great circle consisting of all points equidistant to (φ, ψ) and (φ , ψ ). E divides the sphere of directions into a hemisphere containing (φ, ψ) and a hemisphere containing (φ , ψ ). Any reorientation of the primary plane corresponds maps (φ, ψ) and (φ , ψ ) onto contact directions which are equidistant to these original contact directions. Let r denote the ray emanating from (φ, ψ), in the direction of θ , and r denote the ray emanating from (φ , ψ ) in the direction of θ . Points on the rays (with equal distance δ to the origins) correspond to a reorientation of the primary pushing plane by (0, δ). Both rays intersect E. We aim for a push direction (φ, δ ), with δ such that the the jaw touches P at an orientation in E. The component φ of the push direction changes the direction of the rays emanating from (φ, ψ) and (φ , ψ ) to θ + φ and θ + φ, respectively. We will show that there exists a φ, such that for both orientations the push direction touches the part at the same point. If their first intersection with E is in the same point, we have found a push direction which maps both orientations onto the same face. Since the orientations are in different hemispheres, increasing φ will move the intersections of the rays with E in opposite direction along E. This implies that there are two antipodal reorientations of the primary plane where the intersections must pass. These push directions correspond to push directions which map (φ, ψ) and (φ , ψ ) onto the same point. ✷ We call the basic operation which collides two orientations onto the same equilibrium for the primary plane COLLIDEPRIMARYACTION. Combining Lemmas 2 and 3 leads to a construction of a push plan for a polyhedral part. The following algorithm orients a polyhedral part without symmetry in the planar projections of P for equilibrium contact directions of the primary plane.
ORIENTPOLYHEDRON(P )
The number of pushes used by this algorithm sums up to O(n 2 ). Correctness follows directly from Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Computing a push plan
In this section, we present an algorithm for computing a push plan for a three-dimensional part. We know from Section 3 that such a plan always exists for asymmetric parts. The push plans of Section 3 consist of two stages. During the initialization stage of the algorithm we reduce the number of possible orientations to O(n) different equilibrium contact directions of the primary plane with a unique roll each. The initialization consists of O(n 2 ) applications of the secondary plane. In the second stage, we run algorithm ORIENTPOLYHEDRON which repeatedly decreases the number of possible orientations of the part by one, by means of a single application of the primary plane followed by O(n) applications of the secondary plane, until one possible orientation remains. Summing up, a push plan of Section 3 corresponds to O(n) applications of the primary plane, and O(n 2 ) applications of the secondary plane. We maintain the O(n) different orientations which remain after the initialization stage in an array. During the execution of the second stage, we update the entries of the array. Hence, for each application of either of the two planes of the jaw, we compute for O(n) orientations of the array the orientation after application of the jaw.
In order to compute the orientation of P after application of the primary plane, we need to be able to compute the path of steepest descent in the radius terrain. In order to determine the orientation of P after application of the secondary plane, we need to be able to compute the planar projection of P onto the primary plane for stable orientations of P , and we need to compute planar push plans.
We start by discussing the computation of the path of steepest in the radius terrain from the initial contact direction of the primary plane. The path is a concatenation of great arcs on the sphere of contact directions of the primary plane. Lemma 5 bounds the complexity of the radius terrain.
Lemma 5. Let P be a convex polyhedral part with n vertices. The complexity of the radius terrain of P is O(n).
Proof. There exist bijections between the faces of P and the vertices of the radius terrain, the vertices of P and the patches of the radius terrain, and the edges of P and the edges of the radius terrain. Hence, the combinatorial complexity of the radius terrain equals the combinatorial complexity of P , which is O(n). ✷ In a piecewise-linear terrain with combinatorial complexity n, the complexity of a path of steepest descent can consist of (n 2 ) pieces [13] . We shall show, however, that a path of steepest descent in the radius terrain has complexity O(n).
Lemma 6. Let P be convex polyhedral part. A path of steepest descent in the radius terrain of P has combinatorial complexity O(n).
Proof. A steepest-descent path in the radius terrain consist of simple sub-paths connecting vertices and points on arcs. Thus, the complexity of the path depends on the number of visits of vertices and crossings of arcs. We prove the theorem by showing that the number of visits of a single vertex, and the number of crossings of a single arc is bounded by a constant.
A vertex of the terrain -which corresponds to a face contact -can be visited only once. If the path crosses a vertex, the radius must be strictly decreasing. Hence the path will never reach the height of the vertex again.
We shall show that the path crosses an arc -which corresponds to an edge contact -of the terrain (from one patch to a neighboring patch) at most once. Let us assume that the part is crossing the arc in the terrain which corresponds to a contact of the primary plane to edge (v 1 , v 2 ) of the part. Let us assume that the path in the terrain first travels through the patch of v 1 , and then through the patch of v 2 . In this case, the part first rotates about v 1 , until the edge (v 1 , v 2 ) reaches the primary plane. Instead of rotating about (v 1 , v 2 ), the part subsequently rotates about v 2 -the primary plane immediately breaks contact with v 1 . Since we assume that the center-of-mass follows the path of steepest descend in the radius terrain, the primary plane can only break contact with v 1 if the distance of v 1 to c is greater than the distance of v 2 to c. See Fig. 8 . Hence for each arc crossing, the part pivots on a vertex with smaller distance to c, and consequently crosses each arc at most once.
Since the number of arcs and vertices of the radius terrain is bounded by O(n), the proof follows. ✷
In order to compute the path of steepest descent, we need not compute the radius terrain. It is sufficient to use a decomposition of the sphere of contact directions -of which the cells correspond to primary plane-vertex contacts -together with the position of the corresponding vertices on the sphere of directions.
We assume that P is given as a doubly-connected edge list. A doubly connected edge list consists of three arrays which contain the vertices, the edges and the faces of the part. We refer the reader to [14, 23] for a detailed description, and [3] for a discussion on the implementation of the doubly-connected edge list to represent polyhedra. For our purposes, it suffices to know that the doubly-connected edge list allows us to answer all relevant adjacency queries in constant time.
We compute the decomposition of the sphere of contact directions from the doubly-connected edge list of P . We recall that the cells of the arrangement on the sphere of contact directions correspond to plane-vertex contacts. For contact directions at the boundary of a cell, the primary plane is in contact with at least two vertices, and thus with an edge or face of P .
We use the aforementioned correspondence between the part and the arrangement to efficiently compute the latter from the former. For each edge of the part, we add an edge to the arrangement. The vertices of the edge correspond to the contact directions of the primary plane at the faces of the part neighboring the edge. These contact directions are computed in constant time from the edge and a third vertex on the boundary of the face. The connectivity captured by the representation of the part, easily carries over to the connectivity of the arrangement. Hence, the computation of the doubly-connected edge list representing the arrangement on the sphere of directions can be carried out in O(n) time. With each cell of the arrangement, we store the corresponding vertex of the part. Fig. 9(a) shows the decomposition of the sphere of contact directions for a cubic part.
In the example, each face, each edge and each vertex of the cube has an equilibrium contact direction of the primary plane. As a consequence, any contact direction which corresponds to a face contact is an equilibrium contact direction and the pivoting stops after a constant number of steps. In Fig. 9(b) , we show the great arcs on the sphere of directions which correspond to the simple rotations of the alignment of the part to the primary plane. Firstly, the part rotates about vertex v 1 , until edge e 1 reaches the primary plane. The part continues to rotate about edge e 1 , until it finally reaches face f 1 .
In order to determine the orientation for a given initial contact direction, we need to determine the contact vertex. In other words, we need to determine which cell of the arrangement corresponds to the contact direction. It is not hard to see that this can be accomplished in linear time, by walking through the arrangement. Computing an orthogonal projection of P onto the primary plane can be carried out in linear time per equilibrium by means of an algorithm of Ponce et al. [22] , which first finds the leftmost vertex of the projection through linear programming, and then traces the boundary of the projection.
The planar push function of a given projection can be computed in O(n) time by checking its vertices. Querying the planar push function can be carried out in O(log n) time by performing a binary search on the initial orientation. (φ, ψ, θ) . Let θ be a push direction of the secondary plane. We can determine the orientation (φ, ψ, θ ) of the part after application of the secondary plane in O(log n) time.
Lemma 8. Let P be a polyhedral part with n vertices in equilibrium orientation
For almost all parts, the computation of a planar push plan of linear length can be done in O(n) time using an algorithm due to Chen and Ierardi [12] . They have shown that there are pathological parts for which they only give an O(n 2 ) algorithm for computing a push plan. So, the best upper bound on the running time to compute COLLIDEROLLSSEQUENCE for O(n) projections of P is O(n 3 ). It remains open whether a polyhedral part can have (n 2 ) pathological projections, or to improve the bound on the running time in another way. Computing the push direction of the primary plane which maps two different faces onto the same equilibrium with respect to the primary plane (COLLIDEPRIMARYACTION) can be done in constant time.
Summarizing, the total cost of computing the reorientations of the jaw takes O(n 2 ) time. The cost of the necessary maintenance of O(n) possible orientations of P is the sum of O(n 2 ) updates for applications of the secondary plane which take O(n log n) time each, and O(n) updates for applications of the primary plane, which take O(n 2 ) maintenance time each. Theorem 9 gives the main result of this section.
Theorem 9.
A push plan of length O(n 2 ) for an symmetric polyhedral part with n vertices can be computed in O(n 3 log n) time.
Plates with fences
In this section we will use the results from the preceding sections to determine a design for the feeder consisting of tilted plates with curved tips, each carrying a sequence of fences. The motion of the part effectively turns the role of the plates into the role of the primary pushing plane, and the role of the fences into the role of the secondary pushing plane. We assume that the part quasi-statically aligns to the next plate, similar to the alignment with the primary plane of the generic jaw. Also, we assume that the contact direction of the plate does not change as the fences brush the part, i.e. the part does not tumble over.
The fact that the direction of the push, i.e., the normal at the fence, must have a non-zero component in the direction opposite to the motion of the part, which is pulled down by gravity, imposes a restriction on successive push directions of the secondary plane. Fence design can be regarded as finding a constrained sequence of push directions. The additional constraints make fence design in the plane considerably more difficult than orientation by a pushing jaw.
As the part moves towards the end of a plate, the curved end of the plate causes the feature on which the part rests to align with the vertical axis, while retaining the roll of the part. When the part leaves the plate, the next plate can only push the part from below. This draws restrictions on the possible reorientations of the primary plane, in the model with the generic three-dimensional jaw (see Fig. 10 ).
From careful analysis it follows that the reorientation of the primary plane is within (−π, 0) × (0, π) when the last fence of the last plate is a left fence. Similarly, for a last right fence, the reorientation of the primary plane is within (0, π) × (0, π).
Berretty et al. [6] showed that it is possible to orient a planar polygonal part (hence a polyhedral part resting on a fixed face) using O(n 2 ) fences. The optimal fence design can be computed in O(n 3 log n) time. The gravitational force restricts our possible orientations of the primary plane in the general framework. Fortunately, Lemma 3 gives us two antipodal possible reorientations of the primary plane. It is not hard to see that one of these reorientations is in the reachable hemisphere of reorientations of the push direction of the primary plane for two successive plates.
This implies we can still find a fence and plate design, which consists of O(n 3 ) push operations.
Theorem 10.
An asymmetric polyhedral part can be oriented using O(n 3 ) fences and plates. We can compute the design in O(n 4 log n) time.
The upper bound of O(n 2 ) on the number of fences in a planar design is not tight [6] . Actually, for most parts, the length of planar fence design is proven to be O(n). If the length of any planar fence design can be bounded to O(n), then this bound would immediately carry over to Theorem 10, and lead to fence and plate designs of O(n 2 ) length. These designs would then be computable in O(n 3 log n) time.
Conclusion
We have shown that sensorless orientation of an asymmetric polyhedral part by a sequence of push actions by a jaw consisting of two orthogonal planes is possible. We have shown that the length of the sequence of actions is O(n 2 ) for polyhedral parts with n vertices, and that such a sequence can be determined in O(n 3 log n) time. We have proposed a three-dimensional generalization of conveyor belts with fences [6] . This generalization consists of a sequence of tilted plates with curved tips, each carrying a sequence of fences. A part slides along the fences of a plate to reach the curved tip where it slides off onto the next plate. Under the assumptions that the motion of the part between two plates is quasi-static and that a part does not tumble from one face onto another during its slide along one plate, we can compute a set-up of O(n 3 ) plates and fences in O(n 4 log n) time that will orient a given part with n vertices. (As in the twodimensional instance of fence design, the computation of such a set-up boils down to the computation of a constrained sequence of push actions.)
Our aim in this paper has been to gain insight into the complexity of sensorless orientation of threedimensional parts rather than to create a perfect model of the behavior of pushed (or sliding) and falling parts. Nevertheless, we can relax some of the assumptions in this paper. First of all, in a practical setting, a part which rests on a vertex or edge rather than on a stable face, will most likely change its contact direction with the primary plane if it is pushed from the side. Hence, we want to restrict ourselves to orientations of P which have stable equilibrium contact directions of the primary plane. After the first application of the jaw, it might be the case that P is in one of its unstable rather than stable equilibria. A sufficiently small reorientation of the jaw in an appropriate direction, followed by a second application of the jaw, will move the part towards a stable orientation though, allowing us to start from stable orientations only.
The computation of the reorientation of the primary plane results in two candidate reorientations. Although extremely unlikely, these reorientations could both correspond to unstable equilibrium contact directions. As mentioned, in a practical situation one wants to avoid such push directions. It is an open question whether there exist parts which cannot be oriented without such unstable contact directions.
Our approach works for parts which have asymmetric projections onto the primary plane for all equilibrium contact directions of primary plane. It is an open problem to exactly classify parts that cannot be fed by the jaw.
It is interesting to see how the ideas of this paper can be extended to other feeders such as the parallel jaw gripper, which first orients a three-dimensional part in the plane, and subsequently drops it onto another orientation. Rao et al. [24] show how to compute contact directions for a parallel jaw gripper to move a three-dimensional part from a known orientation to another one. We want to see if this method generalizes to sensorless reorientation.
The algorithm presented in this paper generates push plans of quadratic, and plate and fence designs of cubic length. It remains to be shown whether this bound is asymptotically tight. Also, it is interesting to find an algorithm which computes the shortest push plan that orients a given part. Such an algorithm would need to decompose the space of possible reorientations of the jaw for P in its reference orientation into regions which map onto different final orientations of P . This requires a proper algebraic formulation of the push function, and a costly computation of the corresponding arrangement in the space of push directions. In contrast to the planar push function, the three-dimensional push function is not a monotonic transfer function. Eppstein [15] showed that, for general part feeders with non-monotonic transfer functions, finding a shortest plan is NP-complete. It is an open question whether we can find an algorithm for computing a shortest plan for the generic jaw that runs in polynomial time.
